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Theme:

• Meaning of „at cross-purpose”

• Different subjects, diferent purposes
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• The overarching theme: Should companies carry out a full-scope 

ZZPL/GDPR compliance audit and comprehensive implementing 

measures?

• Short answer: Yes.

• Longer answer:

1. Theme (1): meaning of „at cross-purpose”

Continue
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Collins: If people are at cross-purposes, they do not understand each 

other because they are working towards or talking about different things 

without realizing it. 

1. Theme (2): meaning of „at cross-purpose”
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Different subjects

• Law firm 

– considers that proper compliance audit is unusually complex from the 

legal point of view 

– believes that proper compliance audit can only be done in an integral 

way

• Some companies 

– do not find it evident that legal complexity of the compliance audit is 

exceptional; 

– believe that a partial compliance might be good enough, because certain 

segments of company’s activities are inherently more risk-ridden or 

otherwise more significant than other

1. Theme (2): diferent subjects; different purposes 
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Different purposes

• Law firm believes a high fee is appropriate, because a proper compliance

audit requires significant amount of intellectually demanding work

• Company prefers to have as much compliance as possible, but without

spending considerable amounts

1. Theme (2): diferent subjects; different purposes 
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Who talks at cross purpose
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• Law firms: The presentation is based on our law firm’s experience and 

takes into account feedback from colleagues from other law firms with 

substantial expertise in data protection law.

• Companies

– Those committed to full compliance, but unsure of what it 

requires to achieve one

– Those that consider partial compliance good enough

Not falling to either of the above: the companies relying on their 

own capacities to achieve compliance (e.g. banks and insurance 

companies)

2. Who talks at cross-purposes 
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Attorney’s view
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Proper compliance audit must include thorough identification and 

analysis (expressed in a comprehensive report) of: 

– all data processing operations, and 

– with regard to each type of processing operation:

• categories of data processed

• purpose and proportionality 

• legal basis

• notice to individuals (‘data subjects’)

• legal status of the client ((co-)controller, processor)

• retention period – actual and permissible

• access to the data and measures ensuring security of the data 

• agreements with data processors and joint controllers

• legal basis for cross-border transfer, and transfer agreements

• internal procedure (for responding to individuals' requests and 

reporting data breaches)

3. Attorney’s view (1) – must have (A)
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Remedial measures must include creation of:

• data protection notices 

– employees and contractors

– other individuals ('data subjects'): job applicants, suppliers and 

clients (responsible persons at), customers; 

– website visitors (includes creation of cookie notice) 

– visitors of company premises (CCTV)

• agreements with data processors (e.g. providers of IT services)

• agreements with joint controllers

• records of processing activities

• data transfer agreements, where applicable

ZZPL and GDPR explicitly require the above.

3. Attorney’s view (2) – must have (B)
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Remedial measures should include creation of:

• procedure for managing and reporting data breaches

– breach response plan

– template breach notification letters

– log for reporting security incidents

• procedure for responding to requests of the individuals

– templates

– tracking form

• legitimate interests analysis (document), for the processing based on 

legitimate interests

Not expressly required by law. However, non-availability of the 

procedures and documents significantly increases the risk of non-

compliance.

3. Attorney’s view (3) – important to have (A)
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Closely related implementing measures should include:

• creation of general data protection compliance policy (document)

• creation of a document specifying data retention periods for each 

processing operation

• training for the relevant company staff on obligations under 

GDPR/ZZPL

Creation and use of the documents, and the training: 

• help demonstrate compliance 

• raise awareness.

3. Attorney’s view (4) – important to have (B)
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Client’s view
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[Reminder: The following does not apply to companies with commitment 

and capacity to conduct comprehensive compliance audit on their own.]

‘Partial compliance, or even non-compliance, is good enough, because 
• consequences of non-compliance do not seem to be grave:

- low fines under ZZPL
- DPA might not have capacity or commitment to vigorously 

enforce ZZPL
• in any event, funds are limited’

‘The fee should be fairly limited, because
• no reason to consider that the work requires expertise that

exceptional, or exceptional investment of time’

4. Client’s view
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Appraisal of the views
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“‘Partial compliance, or even non-compliance, is good enough, because 
consequences of non-compliance do not seem to be grave:

- low fines under ZZPL
- DPA might not have capacity or commitment to vigorously 

enforce ZZPL
in any event, available funds are limited’”

• It is not about fines first and foremost. 

• Business and cultural environments are changing:

➢ compliance as a goal in-and-of itself, an aspect of brand

➢ therefore, companies striving for excellence seek to be 

recognized as leaders in compliance.

5. Appraisal of the views (1)
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• Reputational gains –and risks – are significant:

• customers

• public at large – rapidly gets more sensitized

• competitors

• the group

• regulatory authorities (excellence in DP compliance ‘buys 

credit” in other regulatory fields)

• Reputational loss – e.g. massive loss of financial or health data – may 

turn into loss of customers

5. Appraisal of the views (2)
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• ZZPL is here to stay, and the present absence of DPA’s commitment 

to implementing the law vigorously is not likely to continue

• DPA can impose low fines; courts do not confront similar restrictions 

with respect to damages

• Downsides of selective compliance: 

➢ leaves sectors within the company unsatisfied 

➢ the remaining work will have to be done, and the total price 

will be higher 

5. Appraisal of the views (3)
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‘The fee should be fairly limited, because no reason to consider that the 
work requires expertise that exceptional, or exceptional investment of 
time’

• By all means scrutinize lawyers and their claims

but

• DP law is complex and often lacks obvious ‘correct answer’. Leading 

DPAs often ‘answer’ the same questions differently (before they sit 

down to clear up their differences).
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5. Appraisal of the views (4)



5. Appraisal of the views (5)
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Conclussion
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• One does not need to be a DP enthusiast or absolutist to recognize 

that compliance with the DP law  will only grow in importance, 

globally and locally.

• The sooner a company adapts to the trend, the more likely she is to 

enjoy competitive advantage in the market and occupy favorable 

position in the hearts and minds of (potential) customers.
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6. Conclusion
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